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Stores
change
hands

Strays
helped
Doghouse display serves Society
by Joseph G. Colgan
reporter
Little did Jim and Tammy Bakker know that while keeping their
pooch from panting from the heat
with an air-conditioned doghouse,
the canine cooler would soon be
helping to raise money for some
local sheltered animals.
The air-conditioned doghouse,
previously owned by the Bakkers
to house heir two St. Bernards,
was displayed this past Saturday
at the Hatfield Oldsmobile dealership in Maumee for the benefit of
the Wood County Humane Society.
The Humane Society was represented by volunteers as well as
groomed dogs and kittens of every
imaginable size and color.
Some of the people that attended
the display had the chance to
adopt a pet and one of them that
was adopted included a dog
named. Feathers.
Hatfield Oldsmobile pledged $50
for each car sold the day of the
show to the Humane Society.
Another contributor included
Rudy's Hot Dog, who donated half
of its proceeds.
Christy Spontelli, executive vice
president for the Wood County
Humane Society, said that she was
very appreciative of WSPD Radio
and Hatfield Oldsmobile for sponsoring the show.
She said that the proceeds from
the show will be used toward the
completion of the Humane Society's new facility on the corner of
Van Camp and Brim Road.
Spontelli said the new facility
will be easier to keep clean.
The building has a sick room
and intake room where incoming
animals can be washed before being placed with other animals.

According to Spontelli, work will
begin on the new facility sometime
in August.
The owner of the doghouse,
George A. Campbell of Hollidaysburg. Pa., purchased the home in
May when the PTL (Praise the
Lord), was auctioning off the former possessions of the Bakker's.
Campbell said that originally
the doghouse was purchased for
$4,500.
However, that buyer returned
the doghouse as a donation to the
PTL Club and Campbell was able
to purchase the home with a bid of
$600.
At the time of purchase, Campbell viewed the house as just a
doghouse with an airconditioner/heater installed and
planned on permanently placing
the house in his yard for his own
two dogs, J.R. and Sissy.
But as soon as Campbell had the
house settled, he received requests
to display the doghouse in New
Jersey; Maumee, Ohio; and Alternate, Pennsylvania. The house has
also been featured in such newspapers as"USA Today."
Campbell retired several years
ago and enjoys the traveling involved with displaying his novelty.
Campbell said that he feels fortunate to have come across an
unusal way to earn a little extra
money for his daughter's education.
Those who attended the show on
Saturday were able to inspect the
house and have their picture taken
with friends and of course, with
their dogs.
The display ran from 10~» on
Saturday and Campbell will be
traveling next to Alternate, Pennsylvania with the doghouse for a
ten-day showing.

by Kenneth D. Hale
editorial editor

BGNews Barry Frink

Sampson, a former humane society animal who was adopted, tries out Jim and Tammy Bakker's alrconditloned doghouse. The house was on display at Hatsfleld Oldsmobile Saturday to raise funds for the
Wood County Humane Society.

The stretch of E. Napolean Rd.
near S. Main street now has a
different look to it. The familiar
logo of the Lawsons' chain stores is
no longer there. Instead it has
been replaced with the Dairy Mart
logo of a stylized cow made out of
the letters "d.m."
"The actual change took place on
Friday, July 17," said an employee
of the new Dairy Mart store, located at 106 E. Napolean Rd. "But
Dairy Mart, whose national headquarters is based in Conneticut,
bought out all Lawsons stores
about 21/2 years ago."
Lawsons was a convenient store
chain based in Akron with stores
located in Indiana, Michigan,
Ohio, and Pennsylvania.
There are still some signs, shelves, and actual products in the
store with the name "Lawsons"
still printed on them, but the store
does not forsee customers having
any problems.
"We don't see any problem
occurring because management,
personnel, product, service, everything, has remained the same,
only the name has changed," said
store manager Nina Bant. "It will
take awhile for our entire "inhouse' look to change, but everything is gradually changing over to
Dairy Mart," said Bant.
"We shouldn't be confused with
the other Dairy Mart in town, (located at 425 E. Wooster street,)
because we are company owned
and they are privately owned,"
said Bant.

Anniversary fund drive exceeds goal
by Dave Klelmeyer
assistant managing editor
A three-year fund raising drive
held in conjunction with the University's 75th anniversary surpassed its goal by nearly $3 million.
Pledges and contributions to the
75th Anniversary Fund which ended June 30, totaled more
than$15.25 million, well over the
$12.5 million goal set by the University.
According to Dr. Dwight Bur-

lingame, vice president for University relations and coordinator
of the fund, the drive helped provide funding for scholarships,
major equipment purchases, construction of new facilities, enhancement of exsisting research
centers and institutes, and the establishment of new endowed
chairs/ professorships.
■University President Paul J.
Olscamp said, "We are extremely
gratified by the level of support
that has been expressed by our
many alumni and friends.

"I believe this speaks well of all
those who are affiliated with Bowling Green. We have established a
giving momentum that should continue as we pursue further goals
within the University," he said.
Burlingame said that a record
number of alumni participated in
the fund drive.
"We found our alumni eager to
support their alma mater and insure its future," he said.
According to Burlingame, over
12,000 alumni contributed to the
University in 1986.

Several contributors created individual scholarships.
Burlingame said that during the
75th Anniversary Fund Drive
more than 60 new scholarships
were pledged.
"The creation of these additional
scholarships is one of the most positive results of the fund," he said.
"At a time when the cost of higher
education coninues to rise, it is
heartening to know that we will be
able to assist more students with
their fees."
According to Burlingame, con-

tributions were not just limited to
alumni.
"Many people who are not graduates of the University but are
impressed with the kinds of things
we are doing here demonstrated
their support," he said.
Burlingame said two major nonalumni contributors donated $1
million.
Harold and Helen McMaster of
Perrysburg established the Harold
and Helen McMaster Leadership
Institute for Scientific and Technical research with their $1 million

gift.
The institute focuses on ways in
which small firms in scientific and
technical industry can profit in today's economic climate.
An additional $1 million was
contributed to Bowling Green's
Social Philosophy and Policy
Center by the Stranahan Foundation of Toledo.
Burlingame said that future
fund raising projects are essential
for Bowling Green to further its
status as a Universtiy of National
Importance.

Student sells services
Father and son team guide businesses to profits
by Len McDermott
staff reporter

BG News/Dave Klelmeyer

Sophomore business major Brent Mllllgan points out some of the
products his company helped produce.

Someone once said that everyone has at least one million dollar
idea come their way during their
lifetime.
For Brent Milligan, a sophomore
accounting major at the University, his million dollar idea is being
marketed.
Brent and his father, Norm,
have pioneered the Milligan Workshop Inc. in Bowling Green.
They specialize in revamping
small parts for major companies.
But that's not all. They also consult and advise their clients in developing solutions to turn a profit.
"Our clients tell us their problems and we troubleshoot for answers," Norm Milligan said, "We're
the advisors, researchers and developers. What big businesses
don't do, we do. We sit down and
listen to our clients."
A tremendous venture for a
20-year-old to find himself involved in, Brent is the secretary,
treasurer and production manager
of a business that expects to turn a
gross sales of $100,000 at the end
of the year.
"It's a little scary in dealing with
the money," Brent said. "A lot of
students are worrying about getting Cs in their accounting courses
but in the real world there is a
third dimension of balancing the

"While others were watching 'Dukes of
Hazzard,' I would watch 'The MacNeilLehrer report',"
- - Brent Milligan
book theory which is common
sense."
"Not one book takes care of it.
There are a lot of mazes in which
you need common sense to get
through. There is real money on
the line here, not grades," he said.
Milligan said that it took a year
to plan the business. His father
came up with the concept after
talking with people at the-Chamber of Commerce.
After Milligan's father saw a
need for the business he discussed
the prospects of the business with
his son.
"There was no way that my
father would have opened on his
own," Milligan said. "But when he
presented the idea to me I wanted
to go for it. So we geared it to comply with the 80's type business, he
said.
"We wanted to lower costs while
raising quality for our clients. We
can do a lot of menial tasks that a
big company just can't afford to
do," Milligan said.
According to Milligan, their
business became incorporated last
November.
Since that time, a steady stream
of grateful clients have profited

from their ingenuity.
Milligan said that he equates his
knowledge in business with watching smarter and not so typical
television programs while growing
up.
"While others were watching
'Dukes of Hazzards,' I would watch
The McNeil-Lehrer Reporf," he
said.
Milligan Workshops, Inc. employs 16 people, with eight fulltime in the workshop and the other
half working out of the home in
what they call, 'Home Work
Shops.'
This is cost efficient because
people can work in their home at
their convenience, Milligan said.
This gives people who don't
want to punch a time clock an opportunity to work at their own
pace." he said. "We even find entire families working on the
projects, it kind of binds them
together."
Milligan also said the company
tries to be very time efficient. For
example the company counts how
many parts an employee assembles in an hour.
Milligan said, "different people
do different jobs more efficiently."

He said counting the output lets
them see who is good at what job.
This way we can match the individual to the job," Milligan said.
He said their company also tries
to help the employees break up
some of the monotony involved
with the work. "A lot of the work
we do is very tedious. Its not something you can expect someone to
devote their full attention to for
eight hours," he said.
To deal with this problem the
company allows the workers to sit
accross from each other on the assembly line which allows them to
talk. The Milligans also permit the
employees to play music.
The business is expected to grow
as the good reputation the Milligans are establishing for themselves continues.
Milligan said he expects to add
four more people to his staff in a
couple of weeks.
When not putting 45-60 hours a
week in his business, Milligan enjoys playing lead guitar with his
country band, Tulsa Time.
He said he turned professional
at age 13 and has been playing
ever since.
He also used the opportunity to
try his selling techniques at 16 to
market gigs for the band.
Despite the fact that Milligan
loves his music, he realizes that
his business means more to him.
There's no security in my music," he said.

•»
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Bakkers live I didn't mean to look at you
dog's life
by Scott Munn

Finally, the shannanigans of Jim and Tammy
Bakker have paid off in some way, other than for
themselves.
The air-conditioned doghouse the Bakker's owned was on display this Saturday to help raise
money for the Wood County Humane Society
which will soon move into one of the most modern
animal shelters in the country.
The resources and efforts that the Humane Society's workers are donating to the county's unwanted animals, will allow the residents to live
unbothered by stray and homeless animals.
So, Jim and Tammy have done it again. They
have brought attention to the public their obsession they had with spending money on such items
as their pooch parlor.
We know how precious these items were to Jim
and Tammy and it must have been utter hell,
(other than what they've experienced already), to
give these items up.
And just think, their poor dog is probably being
forced to swelter in the heat, along with Jim and
Tammy.
Jim and Tammy did get people to give again, but
it seems that the real reason that people came on
Saturday was to just get another look and laugh at
the extravagances of the Bakker's.
Unknowingly, Jim and Tammy have done something good, and the money will not be wasted.

I was on a city street, admittedly
smirking at an innocent but coiffured poodle, when a passing miniskirted woman misinterpreted
everything. Clothed in fury if little
else, she reversed stride and pointed a threatening finger at me.
"What are you, a man or an
animal?" she spat out accusingly.
I had never considered the options. "Well," I ventured, "I
wasn't-that is, I didn't-I mean,
urn,--"
Fact: if there's one thing the
miniskirt-clad don't need-besides
a glass elevator- it's a nosy bystander. Especially an inarticulate
one. You haven't seen wrath until
you've seen fashion scorned.
"Look," I tried again. "I was
laughing at a poodle, not-"
That did it. "A poodle!" she
shrieked. "First you leer at me,
and then you have the nerve to call
me a poodle? I should call a cop!"
We both spent a nervous few
seconds looking for just that, but
her pique had peeked and besides,
people were staring. She speared
me with a final hostile glare, then
turned on her heels and left me
with my guilt.
In her wake another miniskirt

wearer introduced herself with a
wry smile.

slaves to hemlines. I'm wearing say," she perservered, "there's a
this-" she gestured, looking down big difference between a store and
at her own bare legs and marvel- on appreciative glance. And an
"Obviously you need some fine- ing at the pure freedom of it even bigger difference between a
tuning," she allowed, and led me to all"«because it makes me feel glance and a comment. That kind
the nearest bench to talk about it.
alive, not because I've suddenly of flattery we can do without*
"This is 1987," she began as we jumped to follow the crowd.
"A gentlemen's eyes, a clam's
sat.
. "Besides, it's comfortable!" she mouth?" I offered.
I agreed, watching as she posi- exclaimed, her expression quite
"Right," she agreed. "I should
tioned her briefcase in front of her- suddenly changing into a painful think we'd all be grown up enough
self for minumum passerby visibi- scowl. She took a moment to to handle something as innocuous
lity.
extract a splinter from her upper as a miniskirt."
thigh. "Somebody should paint
Seemed reasonable.
"And I'm a new new-Woman, but these benches."
Lesson over, we both stood up.
you're stuck in an old-Man. Didn't
In lieu of an apology for my errant
She continued. "But about star- brothers, I bent down to get her
the 70's teach you anything?" Her
face was lined with worry rather ing. Do men imagine they have the briefcase for her. On straightening
right
to make us feel like bill- up she awarded me with a slap
than anger, so I conceded to her
broads? Where do they get the gall across the face.
helpful nature.
"Forgive me," I sighed, "if I let a to so blatently advertise their sexsmirk slip out now and then. Rea- ism? Would you like to be stared at
"What was that for?" I demanlly, I didn't mean any harm. But for bei ng yourself?"
ded, stunned.
Good
question.
I
agreed
that
I
don't you get tired worrying about
"For the oldest trick in the
hemlines and impromtu gusts of wouldn't, and while unfastening a book," she said, clearly offended.
few
buttons
from
my
shirt-to
let
wind? And isn't it a bit much exShe turned away, losing herself in
pecting men to keep their eye- some air cool the sweat of a daythe bustle as I reddened and sputlong
confinement-nodded
my
brows in check when you really head.
tered uselessly.
like their eyebrows right where
"But I didn't-I mean, I wasn't
She lost her composure. "Excuse
they are?
me, but what are you trying to be. looking at, um,"
Too late.
Macho or something?"
"...your legs."
"Do you want to regulate flatteConditioned by years of avoiding
ry?" Reaching, I knew, but she such an occurence, I blanched and
Scott Munn
quickly covered the exposed flesh.
would enjoy answering.
P.O. Box 6657
She smiled, quite sure of her "Sorry. Lost my head."
Grand Central Station Manhat"O.K., but like I was starting to tan, NY10163
footing. "First of all, we aren't
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Letters
Dear Sirs:

A few nights ago, I was in Bowling Green frequenting the bars
like I often do, when I ran into a
fir] named Carol Karbowiak who
works for your paper. She had just
gotten paid that day and seemed
really excited about actually
having money. Out of curiosity, I
nsked her how much she made
working for The News and she told
me that she made approximately
$10 a week.
I was in shock. Ten dollars a
week is barely enough to keep me
in milk for a week, much less anything else. The girl told me that
according to the contract she
signed at the beginning of the
term, she was supposed to be in
the office only about two hours a
week. However, two hours a week
is not enough time to do all that
this girl does. I have seen her bylines in the paper and have enjoyed many of her stories.
(However, I don't agree with her

review of "Harry and the Hendersons." I thought the movie was too
slow-moving.) If she did only work
two hours a week, then the pay
would be sufficient, however judging by the number of stories I have
seen with her name on them, I
would say that she works about
three to five times longer than the
regulated two hours.
Although Bowling Green State
University working students seem
to have different wage and earnings rules than the rest of the
world, I do believe that equal pay
for equal work and the minimum
wage laws should come into effect
somewhere within these guidelines. The rules should be changed
so that people get paid for the time
and effort spent at work, and not
the ideal work situation.
Ten dollars a week. Why she was
excited about that is a mystery to
me.
Sincerely, Ford Matthews.
212 Cherry Street
North Baltimore, Ohio 45872
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Shrug off stress Movie proves seat belts save lives
That six letter word has a kind
of "sexy" look to it, doesn't it? I
don't know why, maybe its because
the word has three S's in it, huh?
Whatever the reason, stress is not
sexy as it may appear. Stress is a
trip.
Stress can probably be described
by every college student attempting to live independently. You
know what I mean, don't you? College students hove to deal with
classes, work, bills, etc. It's a

Respond
'The BG News" editoriol page
is your campus forum.
The editorial page regularly
features columnists who writs
on a variety of topics, from serious political issues to
humorous anecdotes and cynicisms.
Letters to the editor should
be a maximum of 200-300
words in length and should be
typewritten, double-spaced
and signed. Address or OCMB

jungle,
But let me pass on this food for
thought. You can deal with stress.
Stress is not an omnipotent force
that you have to live with daily. It
is a "state of mind* that you have,
that the entire world is coming
down on you. But, if you keep the
faith in 'The Lord"that everything
you will feel a lot better, believe
me.
Try it. You may like it.
number, and telephone number, must be included.
Columns may be longer,
although a length of 600-700
words is preferred. These
should also be typewritten and
doubled-spaced. University
students writing columns must
provide class rank, major and
hometown.
Please address all submissions to:
Editorial Editor
The BG News
210 West Hall

Maes Stewart ill
Kay Frailer
Dave Kielmeyer
Kenneth D Hale
Diana Wonderty
Carol Karbowiak

CopyErJtor
CopyEdeor
Production
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teach.
And this it does, quite well.
It is not, thankfully, a film
packed with boring statistics,
though there ore a few sprinkled
in to remind us that traffic accidents are the highest cause of
death to Americans under 40, and
80% of those deaths come to
drivers and passengers not wearing seat belts.
Instead, there is pleasantly
harmless dialogue between Alex
and one Professor Emmet Lloyd, a
"PhD of Seat Belt Safety." Crash
dummies are shown slamming
through windshields, and there is
even surprise cameo commentary
from those crash dummy superstars of the small screen, Vince
and Larry of commercial fame.
For good measure, there is the
obligatory shock sequence - Alex is

in an accident with Dr. Lloyd; the!
prof, safely buckled, escapes un-.
harmed while the camera pans to;
the hospital emergency room;
where a bloodied, previously unbuckled Alex clings to life.
The film does exactly what itfs;
supposed to do - it shows, unequivocally, that seat belts save lives. '
As I rode away from the courth- j
ouse Saturday - on my bike -1 no-1
ticed that two of my fellow;
offenders, fresh from the courth-;
ouse, roared away in their respec-;
tive cars - without fastening their j
seat belts, unaffected by the stir- [
ring message they had just viewed, j
Like Vince and Larry say, some
people are bigger dummies than
actual dummies.
Don't be a dummy, Buckle up,'.
Ohio.

Is Congress worth the headaches?
by Mike Royko

THE BG NEWS
Editor
Managing E*to«
AMI Man Ed
Editor* Editor
Ufaatytas Editor
Copy Editor

A standing-room only crowd of
about 20 packed themselves into a
jury room in the Wood County
The summer of 1987 has seen Courthouse at 9:00 a.m. to see the
the American movie industry pro- story of Alex Gale, a fictitious Ohio
vide us with several excellent resident who, much like myself,
films, including "Roxanne", was stunned by a friendly lady cop
"Dragnet", "Secret of My Suc- who slapped him with a citation
for not wearing a seat belt to access",and "InnerSpace".
a speeding ticket.
However, the most important company
Technically, the film is actually
film I hove seen this summer, unvery good.
like ony of the above, doesn't have notThe
is old - we see Alex
a big name star and it will never be seeing premise
the film we are seeing (the
nominated for an Academy award, ancient "play within a play" idea);
or make any profits at the box of- he falls asleep and dreamfice.
sequences the rest of the movie.
Of course, that's not where it's
looking to make a profit.
The plot is predictable and the
The film, which I was cordially acting is painfully reminiscent of
invited to view last Saturday by the type we used to see weekly on
the Perrysburg Municipal Courts, "BJ and the Bear."
is entitled "Seat Belts: A Special
However, this is not a movie
Case History".
meant to be reviewed. It's meant to

by Mike Doherty

I recently invited readers to take
port in a public opinion poll. The
question, basically, was whether
Congress should be abolished or
weakened, with most lew-making
powers being assumed by the
president and his advisers.
The idea for the poll come to me
during Lt. Col. Oliver North's testimony, in which he strongly implied that Congress hindered the
president's efforts to fight communism, gave comfort to our enemies,
neglected our friends, blabbed secrets, endangered the lives of
heroes and generally made a nuisance of itself.
The results of the poll are now in
and have been tabulated. About
8,000 readers from all over the
country responded. Many just
checked off their choices in the appropriate box. Many others wrote

letters explaining their positions.
And I find their answers are
very encouraging.
Only 20 percent said that they
would like to see Congress abolished or emasculated and replaced
by some form of benign dictatorship.
About 70 percent said that they
think that our present system of
government, as cumbersome and
quarrelsome as it can be, should be
retained.
And the remaining 10 percent
believe - well, I'm not sure what
they believe, except that they hate
me, Sam Donaldson, the guy who
sold them a car that turned out to
be a lemon, all politicians, Fidel
Castro, welfare recipients, lawyers, gays, the Internal Revenue
Service and anybody who doesn't
agree with them.
It is obvious that many of the

grounds for abolishing Congress. I
As Gilbert Jastrow, of Racine, !
Wis., said: "I believe the Demo- :
crats in Congress are guilty of |
treason in their refusal to fight the .
communists in our hemisphere ;
and their attempts to persecute ;
~ Opal Whiteley, of Tinley Park, and malign anyone who does."
But there are thou who believe
111., said: "I believe every word Lt.
Col. North says and I am in favor in the adage that politics is the art
of
compromise. And they feel that ;
of a constitutional change that reduces the activities and influence we should retain our present
of theis dangerous legislative body. IJUlMII. with a few modifications
Abolish Congress. Impeach them or reforms.
once and for all. At least destroy
- For example, Charles Thomas
them."
Incidentally, this pleasant lady Lean, of McHenry, III., said: "Re- '
has stationery embossed with the form is needed. Just kick out the !
(obscenities), about 60 percent of ',
American flag, which is nice.
them. Replace them with people '
Lt. Col. North. Kick out the |
- Lillian Brown, of Fox Lake, like
secular humanists, com- '
111., said : "Congress is our biggest queers,
and the other wrong thinenemy and all Congress members mies
kers."
should be put on trial."
I could print hundreds more, but ;
. J
- Some gave treason as the I'm running out of space.
readers are concerned with the future of our nation and gave considerable thought to their responses.
So here are some of their obversations:
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Seltzer Sizzles
By Steve Honlngford
stall reporter

"People like it because there are
a lot of different flavors and they
prefer the clearness," Zunkiewicz
Ah, the price of being fashiona- said.
ble.
A stygma has also been attached
Although Original New York to the product as well, according to
Seltzer is considerably more ex- Zunkiewicz.
pensive than most soft drinks,
"People associate New York
people have been willing to pay a Seltzer with looking healthier," he
little more to be part of the "in" said.
crowd, according to Ed Zunkie"It is geared towards youth and
wicz, President of Z and Z Distri- yuppies who are following a
butors.
trend," Zunkiewicz said.
Since entering the market in
University students seem to
1985, sales have been incredible, have taken a liking to the new
Zunkiewicz said.
beverage as well. Junior visual
communication major Bill Taylor
"Original New York Seltzer has said, "I love the stuff." "It's somebeen called in the beverage in- thing different from the same old
dustry the hottest product ever," soft drink," he said.
Zunkiewicz said. "People are tryThe originator and president of
ing to get away from sodas and this new youth movement and of
the
Original New York Seltzer
move toward more natural things."
The beverage is popular world- Company is Randy Miller.
wide in such places as Canada,
Miller, who is 23 is as young as
Japan and England. "It's every- most of his consumers.
where," Zunkiewicz said.
"He is responsible for taking this
Zunkiewicz said that the price product all over the world," said
hasn't effected the product's popu- Zunkiewicz.
larity.
Original New York Seltzer is
The Original New York Seltzer offered in 10 flavors. They are
is available in six-packs of 10 peach, raspberry, black cherry,
ounce bottles for $2.99 each. Com- vanilla cream, blueberry, orange,
pared to $2.95 for six-pack twelve grape, lemon-lime, cola, berry, and
ounce bottles of Pepsi.
root beer.

|
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352-5166
I One Coupon Per Order
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■ Voted Best Pizza in B.G."

alr-condltloned doghouse. Photographs were being sold at the
event to raise money for the Humane Society.

FESTIVAL SERIESHI ■■■ilV 19ft7-8ft
MODERN JAZZ QUARTET
Tues.. Feb. 23, 1988

RICHARD STOLTZMAN
& BILL DOUGLAS
Sat. Sept. 26.1987

with these

Any 10" one item
pizza + A l2oz. con of pop
€x items .50 each
Chicoqo Style extra
expires 8-15-871

\OP€N 4 p.m.

Pegg|e Duncan (left) and Loetta Smlthson (right), both of Toledo, get
out of the heat to pose for a photograph In Jim and Tammy Bakker's

SPECIAL SAVINGS
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BGNews' Barry Frink

Anything to Beat the Heat

Wednesday
Coupon Specials

PILOBOLUS DANCE THEATER
Sat. April 9.1988

THEATER CHAMBER PLAYERS
OF KENNDY CENTER
Thurs.Oct. 22.1987
WAVERLY CONSORT IN
•THE CHRISTMAS STORY"
Frl.Dec 4,1987

THESE COUPONS GOOD WED. ONLY
11:00 A.M.'til CLOSE

Studentsubscrptlons begin at S IB!
See your registration packet or the
College ot Musical Arts table at PreReg tor further information*

1
1
1
|

----------- COUPON ■

2 Pieces of Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes ft Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Buttermilk Biscuit
for only SI .°9 with this coupon.
Limit I package par coupon.
Cu»iom«f pay* all applicable tola* ion

*1

........... .COUPON

2 Pieces of Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes ft Gravy,
Cole Slaw, Buttermilk Biscuit

smiM&i
SatttKo*

GOOD WID.

omr

Expires 8/12/87

for only SI .99 with this coupon.
Limit I package .or coupon.
Cuslomar payt all op,ii<cabla tolat toi

I

Bring in this ad for FREE Brick Red ink
on any printing order — Now until Sept. 10th.
A $25.00 Value!

-^NowFooturing —
Fraati-toko*- Sunarmllk ll.,„lt. Mad. F.on, Scratch
"Us* Our Convenient Drive Thru"

Kentucky Fried Chicken

I

Mi? iff <>

1020 N. Main, 352-2061
' Us* Our Convmnimnt Drivm Thru

oeivi iHnjKomi.v,- >fcv-» II ■.«.-•».*.:

HIGH QUALITY
OFFSET PRINTING
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
111 S. Main, Bowling Green

352-5762

quick print, inc.

fllll- ""I"
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■a

University Bookstore
Student Services Building

(In The Student Services Building)
PARKING

AIR CONDITIONING

WELCOME FRESHMEN!

New and Used Textbooks

Advance Tickets on sale now at
all locations of Finders Records.
Boogie Records. Abbey Road.
The Shed, and The Wood
County Fair Office

unday, August 9
# 8 PM*

County Fkir
August 7th-12th 3S2-0441

•BGSU CLOTHING
•ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES
•FILM & DEVELOPING
•GREETING CARDS
•BGSU IMPRINT ITEMS
•HEALTH & BEAUTY AIDS
•GIFTS

WOODCOUNTY
FAIRGROUNDS

Bowling Green

[General Admission
■J R#**rv#d Sealing

Vfoodto Seat the

•SPECIAL ORDER BOOK SERVICE
•CHILDREN'S BOOKS
•BEST SELLERS
•PAPERBACKS
•STUDY AIDS
•MAGAZINES
•CALCULATORS

■ l^liSealinc)
H A0.e»<e <«-*■ ■*«#• «■«*» "« '••' G*t,
■ ru.hi«.,1-„Mnv

^■■LH

$11.50
S'*50
SI550

**.*«,

Master Card/Visa Accepted
Phone: 372-2851

Store Hours: 8:00
9:00
Pre-Registration Hours: 7:30
7:30

to 5:00
to 5:00
to 5:00
to 1:00

Mon-Fri.
Sat.
Mon-Thurs.
Fri.

|
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BG fenced in

Sales
Offer
Steals
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Fences a barrier to students
by Carol Karbowiak
copy editor
The split-rail wood fences that
have gone up around campus in
the past couple of weeks have been
stirring quite a controversy among
University adminstration and students.
"We are trying the fences on an
experimental basis," Roland Engler. University architect, said.
"We're trying to see if we can prevent people from creating cow
paths along the lawns and creating
work for the maintenance department."
The wood fences are an alternative to other barriers the University has placed around campus before.
"We have tried chains, poles
with wire on them, and plants, but
people jump over the tops of them
and beat up the lawns," said Engler. "One thing we have learned
from the Admissions office recently is one reason that students
come to Bowling Green is because
of the appearance of the campus.
We're just trying to maintain the
greens."
According to Engler, the fences
are also a way to save on Universi-

ty budgets.
"The fences are an inexpensive
way of maintaining the lawns.
Usually it takes three-times the
cost of the fence to maintain the
lawns around campus. They are a
cost-saving effort and may reduce
or stop maintenace feet. To restore
the area takes effort and time. We
just don't have the staff or money
to do it anymore."
Some students think that the
fences are a bad idea.
"I almost killed myself on my bicycle. Trying to avoid people I hit
the fence," said Beth Diederich,
senior History major. "I'm just
waiting for everyone to get back to
school and break them up."
"It makes me feel like I'm in a
barnyard," said another student.
However, the University feels
that the fences are well justified.
"The fences are located at corners and at strategic places around
campus where people don't respect
the lawns," said Engler. "We have
good reasons for puting them up
although some students have said
that they don't belong. It's much
like trying to grow grass at your
own home. If people keep tracking
through someone's home yard, a
fence would probably be put up."

by Carol Karbowiak
copy editor

/
BGNews/Barry Frink

Hocus Pocus

STME HOME SAVINGS
IS THE NUMBER ONE
STUDENT LOAN
LENDER IN
THE STATE OF OHIO

Senior accounting major Karen Rein falls victim to Dave Simon's one act show. Simon "The Worlds
Greatest Magician" performed in the Union Oval last Thursday.
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CAMP NUHOP FOR
LEARNING DISABLED
CHILDREN
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STOPPERS'

Stale H(«tie Savinjp has been the number one Savings and Loan
Student Loan Lender in the State ol Ohio since 1985. The Rovemment backed Guaranteed Student Loan progam provides funds for
tuition, books, student fees, or any other educational expenses.

I Co/Mi>vr>T w

BtCOBlCVCffgm

Oia».tog]iMr*t
11 H«r Man

A PUBLIC SERVICE PBOORAM
SPONSORED BY THE
INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL OF
SHOPPINC CENTERS

Loans are also available to Ohio residents attending out-o(-state
colleges. So come in and O'er The Wonting Fitting!
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Bowling Green Summer Musical Theater
presents
A romp thru lhe fifties

GREASt

nonenoMB ftva-auniiiupw
jto»H2fSEavMn

Com and SM US
onbmpDiy!

July 30, 31 & August 1
8:00 p.m.
Kobacker Hall - MMAC
Student Ticket prices S3, $5, $7

Umnmni Ijoiomsnimuchuul N.<ih«^t (*».. OhmWai-HH»->L' 1"71 HB ""

MasterCard, Visa or University charge
for phone reservations
call: 372-8171.
Kobacker Box office hours: llam-lpm & 5-7pm weekdays

"TCBIC

Celebrating our 8th summer season of
Broadway in Bowling Green!
In cooperation with BGSU College of Musical Arts St Department of Theater

If you're bored of the usual
summer sales offered by all the
discount and specialty stores, and
are looking for strange items with
good prices, then try going to a
garage sale.
Garage sale* are part of the
American popular culture scene.
While they can be found in Canada
and a very few in England, the
United States popularized and
romanticized the sales.
"Garage sales weren't really popular until the 1960's and 70's,"
Phyllis Scrocco, a graduate student in the Popular Culture department who has been studying
such sales, said. "They evolved in
response to the posterity of the 50'«
and the post-World War II era.
There were a lot of material things
that people never had before that
were not worthy of just throwing
away."
According to Scrocco, garage
sales are not only held for monetary reasons. Increasing social
skills are also a large factor of why
sales are held.
"People giving garage sales
think of them in less of a monetary
perspective," Scrocco said. "Since
giving a sale is such a long process,
people are thinking of them more
as a social event, somewhat like
the quilting bees held in the late
1700,8."
People who go to garage sales
have their own reasons for going.
"Some people go to look for bargains and good deals," Scrooco
said, "But some actually make a
hobby out of going to sales."
People of all income brackets
have garage sales. With such a diverse audience holding sales, almost anything can be found.
Books, household appliances, furniture, crafts, antiques, sporting
goods, toys, clothes, and knick-knacks are just a few of the items
that can be found at sales all over
the country.
If you don't have the money to
spend at garage sales, then perhaps you should think about holding a sale of your own. All that is
needed are some items that are not
wanted, a role of tape to mark the
prices, and a bit of money to make
change with. If you feel that you
don't have enough things to soil,
then ask some of your friends if
they have anything that they
would like to sell and make it a
group venture.
Despite the name, a garage is
not needed to hold a sale. A yard, a
basement, a porch, or even a half-,
way empty room can be used. Ad-'
vertising through newspapers and'
hanging signs about the neighborhood will help draw people the
sale.
While good for making and
spending money, garage sales are"
also a great way to meet people*
whether you are holding them oi
going to them.

Look For Our M%^
Sidewalk Specials !j©»
50%-70°7o OFF '

Oh sure, you could spend your
whole life counting how many calories in
your frozen dessert. But where's
the fun? You're worth more than
that, aren't you?

JEANS -n- THINGS
531 Ridge

Steve's Ice Cream has all the
calories a Great American dessert is
supposed to have. And all the real
dairy goodness, too.

352-8333

This Thursday
at

So go ahead and count the calories.
Or visit Steve's and count your blessings.
Steve's Ice Cream All the pleasure, all the guilt.

Wildlife'

TAXATIONAL ICE CREAM MONTH SPEC1AT

N

L

College l.D. Night

SAVE5(K '

" Buttons Buns" Contest

On Your Favorite MIX-IN'" or Steve's SUNDAE!

Q>

:»St&veS I

Sorry, this offer cannot be used
with other discounts. Sales tax not /\1
included. Offer good through jr-, uS
August 16. 1987.
^/

_, e
, .
The first name m tee cream.

* The Country's Best Ice Cream

1737

Bring your valid college l.D. and get in FREE!

$2.00 off with this AD
Expires 8/31/87

Doors open at 8:30 p.m.
25481 Dixie Highway

N
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Lifestyle
Watching fans is a sport
By Mike Doherty
slaK reporter
Tiger Stadium.
The thrill never changes.
Exit the breezeway into the
stands and you are bombarded
by "color."
There is always the perfect
green of the outfield.
I should also mention the
dusty brown of the infield.
But the best part is the offset
by the white of the bases.
And just think all this ia in
contrast to the blue and orange
seats that have held Tiger fans
since the days of Ty Cobb.
Tonight, the stadium would
hold 22,692 fans come to see the
Tigers clash with the Oakland
Athletics.
West coast vs. Midwest.
A hard throwing righthander
named Jeff Robinson for the
Tigers, opposed by crafty Oakland southpaw Curt Young.
This is your typical baseball
contrast.
The scoreboard clock read
7:39.
As fans, the four of us were
another of those contrasts baseball constantly creates.
There I was, the life long baseball addict.
I came to the game with Herb,
Donna and her husband Mike.
Herb did not even like baseball
until a few years ago.
Donna couldn't have named a
single player for her life.
And Donna's husband Mike's
entire purpose for coming to the
ball park was to catch a foul ball.
A trip to Tiger Stadium, just
90 minutes up I-7S, offers something for "everyone".

Live Tonight:
Mac McKeever
Dave Florlito
10:30 p.m.1:00 a.m.

The first hit of the game came
off the bat of Tiger Mike Heath.
Heath ripped a frozen rope
into the left field seats.
This brought the crowd to its
feet as the catcher-turnedcenterfielder jogged around the
bases.
The next inning, the Tigers
sent nine men to the plate, scoring three more times.
I was relieved when Matt
Nokes bounced out to end the
frame.
By doing this it meant I was
out of room on my scorecard!
It wasn't long before I realized
we had a shot at seeing the
rarest of rarities.
A perfect game.
Robinson was easily setting
the Oakland's down each inning
and before the game was an hour
old, had retired 15 in a row.
Then, Oakland second baseman Tony Bernazard, a slap hitter having a bad year, came to
the plate.
When Bernazard came up to
bat I leaned over to Herb and
muttered, "Watch. This is just
the kind of guy who breaks up
no-hitters."
Hard bouncer between short
and third.
Trammell can't get it so that
means a base hit.
The crowd gave the Tiger hurler an ovation for his yeoman's
effort - but it was short-lived.
By the seventh inning Robby
was gone and the game was tied
at four.
Meanwhile, Oakland brought
in somebody named Gene Nelson
to pitch.
He was making the Tigers look
more like the Toledo Mud Hens,
retiring 11 of the 13 batters he

faced.
It was the two he "didn't" get
that mattered.
Bill "Mad Dog" Madlock - a
single.
Then Darrell Evans lifts a lazy
fly ball to right.
Mike Davis, one of the best defensive outfielders anywhere,
makes that catch with his eyes
closed.
They must have been. The ball
finds Astro Turf, and pinchrunner Jimmy Walewander
scampers home with the tiebreaking run.
At 10:07, the win ia secured
and we ride home victorious.
The Tiger win was the major
entertainment, of course, but the
ballpark offers much more.
There was the family in front
of us who could have bought a
car with the money they spent on
food.
There were those behind-thetimes fans who kept trying to
start "the wave."
There was the guy down front
who got hit in the hands with
TWO foul balls - and didn't
catch either one.
There was Oakland slugger
Jose Canseco stunning the baseball world by (unsuccessfully)
trying to "bunt" with two on and
two out in the sixth.
There were the female teenyboppers out just to see Oakland
idols Mark McGwire and Roy
Hobbs come to life, and flex their
muscles at the plate.
There were line drives and line
ups.
Pop ups and popcorn.
Doubles and double plays.
There was an evening at the
corner of Michigan and Trumbull . . . and that, in itself, was
plenty.

CAMPUS POLLYEYES

'Snow White' great at 50
by Dave Klelmeyer
assistant managing editor
Yes, I admit it. I'm a 21 -year-old
male, a grown "adult", and I
couldn't wait to see "Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs'*. (I eat
Frosted Flakes too).
All I hod to do was figure out
how to see it and still save face.
After all, it is a movie for little rugrats. Uh, I mean children.
No self-respecting adult would
be caught dead buying a ticket for
a kiddie movie, unless accompanied by a creature under the height
of three feet.
What if someone sow me?
There had to be a way. If only I
had a little sibling. I could say,
"Mom made me take the brat to
see Snow White and the Seven
Midgets." No such luck, I'm the
"baby" of the family. (God, I hate it
when they call me that).
Gee, maybe my big brother
would take me? Nan, he'd never do
it, not even for a bribe.
How come there's never a kid
around when you need one? You
can't even rent one of the little
guys anywhere.
"Uh, excuse me Ma'am, 111 give
you ten bucks if you let me take

Ho, just kidding. I loved it. It
was great. It's good to see something that was entertaining fifty
years ago con still hold an audience today. And "Snow White"
.which took three years and two
million drawings and sketches to
create, is holding audiences to the
tune of millions.
The film grossed $8.5 million
during its initial release in 1937,
saving Disney Studios from bankruptcy. Since then Snow and her
seven friends have raked in over
$41 million for their creator.
Well, at about this point in these
things (movie reviews) they usually throw out a little criticism. You

know, "it was good, but..."
"Snow Whit* and the Seven
Dwarfs" was good, but I did have a
few problems with it Lets face it,
Snow is a bit of an airhead and her
voice is downright nauseating at
times. However, you can't have a
fairy tale without a gullible princess, and Disney did a fine job of
creating one. As for Prince Charming, he was a bit too feminine.
Although even Sylvester Stallone
couldn't play a tough guy in a pair
of tights.
On the positive side the dwarfs
and the other forest critters were
(I hate this word, but here goes)
cute, damn cute.
The Wicked Queen was far from
cute, but great nonetheless. She
was hideous and would have
scared the "bejeebers" out of me
when I was ten (okay, maybe
twenty).
All in all, "Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs" has stood the test of
time and still provides loads of fun
for kids of all ages. (Sounds like
one of those hokey commercials
doesn't it?).
So grab a kid for an alibi and go
see it, but if you can't find one
maybe mommy will take you.

• Misses Jackets, Blouses, Sweaters, Skirts
Reg $25.00 Sale $14.99
• Buy any Bra over $100 at regular price
ana get a Second Bra at 50% Off

352963s

440 E Court

25% Off Young Mens Shirts

(Minimum ol $3 001
HOME OF OVER SO IMPORTED BEERS" DRINK SPECIAL

•

Domestic Beer
Pitcher Specials
Import Night
IUVW m ro CMOOM IKONI
Pitcher Specials
Wine 8 Wine Cooler!

Mon 5-9
Tue 5-9
Wed 5-9
Thur 5-9
Fn 5-9

junior to a movie." I'd probably end
up in jail.
Hey, wait a minute, it is a movie.
I could do a movie review.
Yeah, they made me do it. It's
part of my job. I didn't want to go,
but somebody had to.
I sacrificed myself for the good of
the staff. Besides, it's free, and
how hard could it be to review a
classic?
Well, here goes: Walt Disney's
fifty-year-old classic "Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs" was simply
awful.

STOCK - UP SALE

Free Delivery-Limited Area

FOOD SPECIALS
Mon 112
FREE Cup o( Srxp w«h Sated Bar
5-9
2 Pizzas one price
Tue. 11-9
Piui«SaMdSno>gaUxx(lS3.75
Wed. 11-9
Spaghetti Dinner $2.00
Thur. 11-9
Laseona Dinner 12 00
Fn. 11-9
PUni SHadSmoroubord$3.7S
Sal 11-9
Burntos $2 25
Sun 11 -9
Pint 1 Salad Smorjubonl $3 75
EVERYDAY 11 -2 Slice of Pizza $1 00

July 29,1967 5

Import Night
Sat 5-9
IOVW « IO CMOOM l«OM'
Pitcher Specials
Sun 5-9
EVERYDAY 2 4 Pitcher Specials

All Mens Casual Hosiery 25% Off
Mens Sweatshirts + Jogging Pants
Buy One - Save 20%
Buy Two or More - Save 25%

r$2~OFFT50< OFF] $1 OFF"] "FREE"
.

.
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JC Penney
Woodland Mall
Bowling Green

\.IM«P«N

UAO Presents
FREE FILMS

MONDAY MUSICIANS

It's Sweet Wednesday!
Today's treat Is

featuring the Graduate
Brat* Quintet

FREE WATERMELON !

11:30 am • 12:30 pm
Union Oval
(rainsite: Pounder's
Dining Hall)

Off-Campus Student
Center
Beginning 11:30am

Camping Equipment available
at Ihc UAO Office:
Weekend Week
»4
Backpack
•6
Sleeping Bag
•5
•8
2 person tent
•8
•12
4 person tciu
•15
•20
and much more!

Every Wednesday Night
at 8:00pm in the
Eva Marie Saint Theater
(2nd floor University Hall)
FREE
Dinar
Jury29th-TONITE
Travel back to the 50*
with ui to a bittersweet
reunion in a favonvte
cafe.
FREE ADMISSION'
TEEN WOLF
August 3-Next week
8:00pm

EXCLUSIVELY
FOR YOU!!
THE

JC Penney Styling Salon

UAO is the largest volunteer
~
organization at BGSU.
If you are a registered
Tscr
student and would like
to get involved, stop by
and see us!
3rd Floor Union UNIVERSITY ACTIVITIES ORGANIZATION 372-2343

I

I

There's a difference at Diamond you'll like.

A n vi i me Bank"
Green Machine'
Pace/24
Rainbow Teller
Asset/InstaNet
The Owl

•
•
•
•
•

at Woodland Mall

Proudly Welcomes:
Students, Faculty & Staff
of

Bowling Green State University
Show your BGSU ID & Receive
*2.°° off Full Service Haircut
'5.00 off Any Color
or Permanent Wave
PLUS

FREE

Our 24'Hour Cash Machine
Accepts All These Cards
•
•
•
•
•
•

Daily 10-9
Sunday 12-5

Hair Consultation With Every Visit

Handy-Bank Plus
TellerificJeannie'
Money Center'"
Chase Bank
of Ohio

N€ v US

H Sebastian

Check out the New
CAMPUS CGTS
call now for appointment

OFFICE:
7J5 S. Main Street
352-2538

DIAMOND
SAVINGS AND LOAN COMPANY

Located at
434 E. Woostcr Street
(In front of Mvlci
Dairy Qucrni

354-0940-354-1077 6)11.205
Appointments Not Always Necessary
Hours: M-F 8:30 to 8:30

Sat 8:30 to 8:00

Sun 12:00 to 4:00

Personal banking at its best.
-«r.|

OFFER VALID INDEFINITELY .NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER SPECIAL
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Mash exhibit popular as show
by Carol Karbowtak
copy editor
For a television show that lasted
10 seasons and finished with the
highest-rated single episode ever
in television history, "M'A'S'H1
certainly left behind an army of
fans of which I am one.
That was why when I went to
Tony Packo's Cafe (one of my
favorite places to hang out in
Toledo) and discovered that the
Smithsonian Institute had loaned
part of the "M'A'S'H" exhibit
that they had run in 1983, to the
Cleveland Health Education Museum, I knew that I would have to
goSo go I did.
I hijacked one of my friends who
knew Cleveland since I had never
been in the city before, hopped in
my bright yellow car, and went.
After a detour through Canton
to pick up my roommate from her
vacation, we found our way
through Cleveland traffic to the
'M'A'S'H -- Binding up the
Wounds Exhibit."
I was as excited as only a
"M'A'S'H" fan could get. Dressed
up in my brother's old Army shirt
with a khaki t-shirt and shorts to

Soft, washed,
faded & fun...
Experience it!

match, I played the part and was
ready for the exhibit. Luckily, for
the show was not worth the $4.00
that they normally charged, with
my student I.D. and a flier from
Tony Packo's Cafe, I was able to
get in for $1.50.
We walked into the exhibition
and the first thing that I saw was
the set of the operating room. The
set was realistic with oxygen
tanks, gurneys, opearting tables,
surgical instruments, - and even
the cameras used to film the
scenes. The only thing missing was
Hawkeye or BJ standing ankle
deep in blood.
We went around the exhibition
cases slowly, oggling the props encased in glass, wondering if we
could get away with untying the
flaps on the back of one of the tents
so we could take better pictures.
There were the boots that Alan
Alda wore in the show, there was
Colonel Potter's beloved calvary
hat, there was the sign that adorned the compound which told how
for it was to each character's home
town, there was a wool coat worn
by Betty Grabel and Corporal Max
Klinger, there was Radar's bugle.
Suddenly, while reading the

plaques telling about the different
displays, I read something that
made me go into shock. Radar's teddy bear was missing!
No one knew where it had gone.
When I got back home, I was so
distraught that I called the Smithsonian Institue. After giving me
the eternal run-around and being
disconnected twice, my call was
transferred seven or eight times to
different sections of the museum,
none of which had any idea about
what I was talking about.
Finally I discovered that Radar's
teddy bear was not part of the original Smithsonian exhibit. It had
been lost somewhere. No one
knows where Radar's teddy bear is
I could just cry.
AnyWays! We traveled around
the exhibit, looking at photographs
and props from the show, reading
interesting bits of trivia about the
author of the book that the series
was taken from.
The original "M'A'S'H" movie
was also being shown there, but
unfortunately we didn't have the
time sit and watch the two-hour
show. I had seen the movie before,
and of course have read the entire

fil£S5 WHAT

series of books, and thought that
the television series was infinitely
better.
We did stop for a long while to
look at the set of the Swamp i Hawkeye and BJ's famous tent.
We studied the distillery they had
set up in awe, questioning how we
could make one that would work.
We noticed that there were a few
extra artifacts in the tent that
none of us could recall being in the
show. Yet these extra touches
made the exhibit more unique.
Then there was nothing more to
look at for the "M'A'S'H" exhibit.
We wandered around the rest of
the museum, entertaining ourselves with the hands-on displays,
and generally being quite childish.
After we were through terrorizing
the museum, we went to the gift
shop and picked up a few momentoes of our visit and ordered some
dog tags to be made. We piled back
in my bright yellow car and trundled our way back to Bowling
Green.
Five-thirty on weekday afternoons my friends know where to
find me - huddled in front of my
television set watching
"M'A'S'H."

Calves can be so cruel.

Howard's Club H
210 N Main

3y Leigh Rubin

Rubes®

curt
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THIS SUMMER!,

BRIHB IU
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AID
RECEIVE
A HAIRCUT
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No Cover

FRIDAY
+
SATURDAY

*6.00
OR

30% OFF
PERMS

JULY 31
+
AUGUST 1

MAURICES

Carousel
Beauty
mi-siimf
Salon

Howard's is a designated driver participant

•iMrM 8/11/87

140 E. Woostir
352-OMO
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Now toe's more than
onewayto
^thtrjighcojJegs.

lb get ahead in school, it helps if you
choose a brilliant roommate. Like a Macintosh'"
personal computer. And now there are two
models to choose from.
The Macintosh Plus, which comes with
one 800K disk drive and up to four megabytes of
memory
And the Macintosh SE. Which comes with
either two built-in 800K drives, or one drive and
an internal 20-megabyte hard disk. As well as a
choice of keyboards.
The SE also has an expansion slot, so you
can add a card that lets you share information
over a campus-wide network. Or another that lets
you run MS-DOS programs.
Whichever Macintosh you choose, you
can use the latest, most advanced software. And
that means you'll be able to work faster, better
and smarter.
*
No two ways about it.

Thepowertobeyourbest
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FULL TIME STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND STAFF OF BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
ARE ELIGIBLE FOR SPECIAL DISCOUNTS FROM APPLE COMPUTER, INC.

Please contact UCS Micro Computer Labs or Don at 2-7724 for more information.
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"Dead" alive in '80's
by Carol Karbowiak
copy editor
For a group that has never enjoyed a Top Forty single, the
Grateful Dead have surprisingly
survived and flourished through
20 years of social and political
upheavals to become one of the
biggest-drawing live bands of the
times. And their latest studio
album, "In the Dark," will undoubtedly bring their appeal to a
whole new generation of Deadheads.
Deadheads, of course, are the
Grateful Dead's intense and farflung audience. The Dead and
their fans have formed a fellowship unique in the rock and roll
industry. This fellowship boasts
its own popular press made up of
several Dead-related magazines;
its own radio program which will
soon be syndicated nationwide;
its own computer-linked database system in which Deadheads
not only trade notes and views
on ethical issues, but also pass
along their concerns directly to
the band members; and its own
worldwide network of tape collectors who, with the band's co-

operation, record all the Dead's
performances and share them
with others.
Deadheads are also considered
by many to be a type of cult.
However, most fans tend to be
highly intelligent, high school or
college educated, but yet individualistic enough to not to fit into
the mainstream of society. They
were the ones who invented the
braided bracelet bands that are
so popular with today's pseudopunk fashions. The bends were
traded between Deadheads to
obtain tickets, albums and other
Dead items.
For a band that is best known
for their live performances and
their live albums, this studio recording unifies the Dead and
their unique style in a way that
has not been heard in seven
years. And in those years since
the band released their last studio-recorded album, technology
has increased so that the Dead
have never sounded better.
"In the Dark" is a moving and
sometimes haunting work about
aging, decline, rebirth, and recommitment that seems to parallel lead guitarist Jerry Garcia's
fight with drug abuse and

Hurry While They Lost!

Preferred Properties Co.
835 High St.-Rental Office 352-9378

Fall 1987 Availability:
707 Sixth St.

818 Seventh St.

2 bdrm., furnished + carpeted, gas range
+ heat, 1-1/2 baths.
'450/mo. + elec. (landlord pays heat).

Cherrywood Health Spa
Ail residents win De gfamed "Temcersnps to the Heoiih Spa Tne laoiity
lectures Hvdio Spa Wn«ipooi. Snov»er Massage, m-door Mealed Pool.
Metos Suana. Complete Exercise laoHes and Eaupment

togliars
COUPON

COUPON

> Monday: 1 Free Coke '
filled Mug with
l coupon and eat-In
2 for 1 Special
5 p.m.-9 p.m.

Free
Order of
Bread Sticks
with any Pizza

. PsgHsl's

Expires 8/24/87

, PsgssTs

Expns 8/24/87

GARLIC BREAD • SUNDAE BAR
945 South Main

irs,
One Price!
Buy a pal' of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low price! Choose from our
wide variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or flat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromatic and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and Insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single Vision

Bifocals

For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

$7988 $ || 988
One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must be comptetey satisfied or we wlH return your money

Burlington Optical
■

:P955 S. Reynolds
' 382-2020

3153 W. Sytvania

472-1113

Bowling Green

Stadium Plaza

352-2533

diabetes that almost claimed his
life.
The style of the Dead is so
unique that in this age of technopop music, it almost seems outdated. However the songs reflect
the band's history and teaches
the lessons that they have learned the hrad way.
For example, the song "Black
Muddy River" seems to be about
all the losses that have plagued
the Dead, and somewhat about
all the hopes that the band has
recently rediscovered. Actually,
"Black Muddy River" is a song
about the perspective of age and
the idea of making a decision of
the necessity of living despite all
the hard times.
"In the Dark" is certainly an
ambitious album, one created at
a time when it seemed that the
Dead would have no choice but to
dissolve.
However, things are looking
brighter. Perhaps it's time for a
new dawn for the Dead. With
this album and a tour with Bob
Dylan slated, the Dead should be
quite grateful that they are still
together and happy at what
they're doing.

Harmon tries a new role
by Carol Karbowiak
copy editor
This movie was one that 1 had
all the good intentions of seeing at
a later date.
My friends and I went to the
theatre t see "Dragnet," but unfortunately that film left town the dat
before. After taking exams, writing
stories, and going to work, each of
us really needed a diversion. After
some haggling between each other,
we decided that the only movie
that looked worthwhile to us was
Mark Harmon starring in "Summer School."
In this film, directed by the comic genius Carl Reiner, Harmon
stars as a genial but puzzling gym
teacher named Shoop. He gets
suckered into teaching remedial
English after the class' usual instructor wins the lottery. Of course
Shoop has no formal training in
teaching English, but none is
needed. The class is completely
unmotivated.
The class itself is a potpourri.
First, there are two special effects
wizards, one is nicknamed "Chainsaw," that share the same brain;
then there is the pregnant girl, the

nerd, the nocturnal male stripper,
the dyslexic girl who is trying to
learn how to drive, the athlete trying to maintain his eligibility, the
sexy foreign exchange student,
and the big man who goes to the
bathroom on the first day of class
and doesn't return until the final
exam.
In order to motivate the kids,
Harmon makes deals with them.
He takes them on field trips to
amusement parks and petting
zoos, triesto coach he pregnant girl
through her La maze classes,
agrees to have a party at his
apartment, teaches the pregnant
girl to drive, lets another girl who
is madly infatuated with him to
move in his apartment - and even
arranges for a special in-class
screening of "The Texas Chainsaw
Massacre."
Of course this doesn't go over too
well with the school's principal,
and Harmon is fired -- but not before he decides to quit and sit on
the beach with his dog. Wonder
Mutt. The way the kids incite the
principal to reinstate Harmon as
their instructor is quite inventive
- and also quite gross. (And some
people thought I was strange for
having two "Nightmare on Elm

Street" posters and a "Psycho II"
movie circular hanging in my
roomO
According to one of my friends
who saw the film with me, the
funniest part of the whole "Summer School" experience came after
the film was over. I think I can
pretty well say that she meant the
episode when the restroom door
tried to eat my face.
For Harmon's first feature film
role, he adapted well to the change
from television to film. He seemed
quite confident and at ease with
the role. But then again, it couldn't
have been too hard to play such an
easy-going role after portraying a
doctor dying of AIDS on NBCs "St
Elsewhere."
Kirstie Alley plays Harmon's
love interest, a highly intelligent
instructor who proctors the honor
students next door to Harmon's
wild bunch. Alley, although pretty
and a good actress, plays too little
and too emotional in this film. In
real life, it is doubtful whether
anyone would change their views
of a person as quickly as she did.
Though a little sickening and
bloody, "Summer School" is a good
diversion for those of us going to
class during summer session.
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Experienced and thorough cleaning--available
•nm.di.let, Cal Uea at 353-8810 today

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

MATH TUTORING
Private Siitoni at Reasonable Rat..
Cal Janet el 353-4413

AU. STUDENTS WITH NATIONAL DIRECT
STUOENT LOANS OH NURSING STUDENT
LOANS WHO ARE GRADUATING OR LEAVING
BG.SU AFTER SUMMER SEMESTER. 1987.
SHOULD CALL THE STUDENT LOAN OFFICE
AT 372-8112 TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT
FOR AN EXIT INTERVIEW

TYPING SERVICES
Al lypaa ol papara Including aeaertattone. Dang Xerox Memorywrtter 352-3087 from 8
am. • 9 p.m.

Lovmg couple wlahaa to adopt infant prtvataty
through attorney WW pay al legal a rnerfccal axpanaaa Pteasa reply to PO Box 8728 Toledo.
OH 43823.
WANTED Compute' Science ana MIS students
needed for Fel co-op poettione Call Diane at
372-2451 lor vacancy ntormation

WANTED

MEETING FOR BG NEWS
VOLUNTEERS Wntera. photographara every
Wednesday. 8 pm 210 West Hal Cat
372 2803 lor lurther Ho

PERSONALS

Take a break from the boohs!
Coma to the coffeehouse for FREE musical
entertainment Tonight 8-11. in the Honors
Center (tower level Krelacher, Sponsored by
The Peace Coalition

1 mala rmte needed to share 2 bdrm apt lor
87-88 year Univ. Courts behind McDonalds
Gaa healing t air corx) Rant $185 pan olec
Prefer a graduate student Call Yl 354-2480.
9am-11am, 8pm-9pm

North Baltimore
257-3440

2 gala need 1 rmte or 2 lor FaJ-Spr Have 4 different possible places to Hve Help us make our
dedekm Cal 353-1452

Seafood-Homemade Soups
Homemade Pies-Dally Specie*

LAGA w« hold a meeting this Thursday night at
8 30 pm m the Ratgous Ed Room at SI
Thomas More All supportive people welcome
Bring a Friend

Female roommate tor Fall
semesters Cal 874-7261

Gtemby at Uhtman's

and

Spring

SERVICES OFFERED
Female roommate tor Fa* only
Close to campus
For info cal 352-7139

50% OFF JULY PERM SALE
Abortion
Confidential and Caring
Center lor Choice-Toledo

352-5815

1-255-7769

HAIR REPAIR
PERM
SPECIAL

HAIRCUT
SPECIAL

$6

$25

#i Ij

no
shampoo
(regular $10)

on
short
hair

&

Coupon must be presented (

352-2566

res
£*£,'
8/4/87

Yellow House behind Taco Bell
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HELP WANTED

BICYCLE Men'e 24mch Free Spx.l Good con
dJBOn $40 Cal Jim 363-2935

ACCOUNTING MAJORS
Star*, H Kaplan Educational Canter
recruiting student representatives to.
• Promote CPA Review
* Distribute literature
"Recruit students
Student representatives receive
'Free course tuition
•Commission on enrolments
Cal 536-3701 lor more information

a

Babysitter needed in my home. 20 firs a weekduring the day. lor 3 children Please cal
384-0374.

Kinko's is looking for tul and part-time typist
with Macintosh experience Apply at Kinko'a
113 Raaroad St

Vindale 12x85 • 6x18 Expando 3 barms . bath
and a half, new storm door & front door, new kitchen floor $ carpeting, refmished kitchen
cabinets Range & oven stay: al appliances
negotiable Quiet park-low lot rant. Soumvtew
Estates 874-3673 or 352-2586

FOR RENT
FOR SALE

Famata students needed to share apartments
Ph. 352-7365 Near campus I two semester

12 x 50 mobile home Excelent Condition One
owner-moving 79 Gypsy Lane Estates Cal
352 1623
1970 Delta 88 CNdsmobile AM FM
78.000 mi Beat offer 352-3638

Quiet. Male Qrad Stdt seeks own room in apt
with female grad. stdt for Fal-Spr Cal Dan
354-1070 before 6am, wfcoays rf possible
Roommate wanted to share an apt with 3 guys.
$140 month Al major utiH.es paid Cal
352-0164

1980 AMC Spirit
50.000 mi . $1,950
362-1383 after 1 pm
1982-750K Honda, metaftc blue 2100 miles.
excel cond Windshield 4 sissy-bar $1600 or
best offer Angie Slade-after 5pm. 257-3265.
Al kinds of Inexpensive furniture tor sale For mlwmattoncal(.4<9| 385-7445. ask for Nina

4

MARKS

J

LARGE 1 ITEM PIZZA
ONLY $5.00

|

Call 332-3531 for Bowling Green's Quality Pizza

#7

I

I

Apartments available
for graduate students
Call Newlove Rentals
352-5620
or visit our office at
328 South Main

Air.

Food For Thought

I

KM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER tor sale with
DOS. CP-M. Psl monitor, printer, cable S
manuala Cal 352 3099 2 6 pm.
TBJEK 1000: TOP LINE ALUMINUM FRAME
RACING BIKE. BRAND NEW COND., LITTLE
RIDDEN. ADVOCET COMPUTER, t M0S. OLD.
$400.00. 3S3-2739

Student who knows their way around campus to
be Kjnko's representative Flexible part-time
schedule Musi be outgoing with an aptitude lor
sales Apply in person at Kinko's 113 Railroad
St

'«*_

S1M1S FOURTH STREET
I bedroom, lurn apartments
FREE rteat. water a sewer
12 month lease
Cal Newlove Rentals
362-5820
or visit our office at
328 South Main

128W Woosler
1 bedroom & efficiency apts
above downtown business
Unfum . FREE wster a sewer
12 month lease
Cal Newlove Rentals 352 5620
or vnsil our office al
328 South Main

Bring in this ad and receive 59c off
of your rental amount!

• Short term rentals.
• Lease-to-purchase options.

• Thousands of satisfied customers.
• Corporate transfers a specialty.
• Eleven Midwest locations to serve you.

woodland mall "888°

cinema

• Open Saturday bv appointment.
• Students and facultx welcome.
• Furnish \our apartment for as low as $49.00.

Phone No
354-0558

536-4679

E4
IIHPI'W
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1 bedroom turn a unfum
apartments
12 month leases
Cal Newlove Rentals
352-5620O vkarl our office al
328 South Mam

1 & 2 bdrm apts 3 bdrm house
VES. we do alow petal
353-1336
1 A 2 bedroom lurnabed apartments
9 A 12 month leases
352-7454 or 823-7555

BRAND NEW 1 bdrm unlurn apts 6th St at S.
Cofteoe Stove & refng. lumtsned only Aval.
Aug 24 $315 mo plus all elec Cal John
Newlove Real Estate 3542260
BUFF APARTMENTS ARE NOW RENTINQ
FOB THE 67-81 SCHOOL YEAR. COMPLETELY FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
WITH AIR CONDITIONING AND ALL
UTILITIES EXCEPT ELECTRIC PAID BY
OWNER. CALL TIM AT 152-7162,
654-103S.OA NEWLOVE RENTALS 352-5620.

CHEAP RENT-l rmte needed lor 2 bdrm . 2
bath apt lor Fal & Spring Semesters Reply
ASAP |513| 233 6409 ask for Joyce
Furnished efficiency S320-mo . alutil paid In
dudes TV. cable & HBO Semester leases
Heated pool Ph 354-3182 or 352-1520

Small house in BG
812 Filth St $275 mo » util
1-832-3681
Sublease upstairs of house
Nice, quie
neighborhood. 1 bdrm . $245-mo Cal Titus*
Realty 362-6565. 352-7971 or 354 0948 [
VELMANOR ANNEX
[Across from campus Large, clean apertmen
or 4 women students Csl 352 2858

HI,. Avt-Wl
• Oaa>S-1i*>l

352-5620
Or vart our office
328 S Main

Mrtgta rooms lor male students Cookmr.
avaaaote Near campus Two semester lee
Phone 352-7385

furniture, delivered instantly:

INSTANT
INTERIORS

234 1-2 South College
Newly remodeled 1 bdrm apt
Unfum.. resident pays uhfctas
12 month ktaee
Cal Newlove Rentaa

Nice clean qutet atomosphere m our apart
nenls Will accommodate four people
Reasonable rent-across from campus
152-2858

or office. With very nice residential or business

YOUR
FURNITURE
LEASING
SOURCE.

Or van our office at
328 South Main

3 bedroom house in country, for Fee -Slat! 2
miles from 4 Corners of BG
Call
919-852-4146

Give a hoot!

Instant Interiors can put its Hnc touch to your apartment

352-5820

GET A GOOD DEAL1
Toyota Corolla
Cal Dave 352-8946. after 5

Key-Operator Counter person bhght seltntatters wanted lor temporary tul or part-time
position Must be outgoing, quick learners A
good with people Apply in parson at Kinko's
113 Rail oad SI

Female roommate Free room a board for occasional babysitting Cal 352-2287

Female wanted to share two bedroom, two
baltvoom apartment with three others Close to
campus. Si 16 per month a etec a phone Cad
Laurie or Mtcheea at 353 1930

For Sale Turntable Good condition Best offer
Cal 352-0951 alter 8 30 pm.

322 1-2 E Merry
1 bedroom bungalow, unfum
Vary close to campus
Cal Newlove Rentals

PGM 3
bummer

REVENGE
OF THE

School

NERDS
II
Showing ol

:oiy 1 20 3 30
'/C'ungs 7 15 9 35

8:40 ONLY

PGM 3

W Bamba
Doily 1 10 3 35
Evenings 7 05 9 30

L, AMERICAN
CLUNG
I•" ASSOCIATION
n* araaaai Ban PMpa •

347 S. Reynolds Road. Toledo

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

,— The BG News
SUMMER DEADLINE: Monday noon, tor Wednesday publication
HATES: per ad are 65- p* l«. $1 95 m,n«,um
50* extra per ad lor bold type
Approximately 35*45 spaces per line

May 20-Aug 12, 19B7

< "*> « «*"• * "«* '«P0™** * <™* »"*«• *«** '

PREPAYMENT is required tor al non-unrversity related business and individuals
NOTICE: DM BG News *sl not be responsible for error d JO to IHeglbMy or meomplete information Please come to 214
West Hal immediately rl mere is an error in your ad The BG News w» not be responsible for typographical
errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions
The BO News reserves the right to release the names of irKjrWJuala who place advertising in T7ie News The
decision on whether to release this information shal.be made by the management of The BG News. The
purpose ol thai pokey is lo discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel Of unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

.Phone#

(For billing purposes only)
Please print your ad deafly. EXACTLY how you wish it lo appear
(Circle words you wish lo appear in bold type)

University Typesetting Services
is now

University
Graphic Arts
Services
211 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
372-7418

ffL
AIM HIGH

^

COLLEGE BOUND?

Get the Air Force ROTC
advantage Enron in the FourYeai Program
When you
graduate, you'll be ready for a
challenging
and
rewarding
career as an Air Force officer
Talk to your local Air Force ROTC
representative today
Visit
164 Memorial Hall
or call 372-21781

See us for your
Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus I City Events_
Wanted
Lost * Found
_
Help Wanted
Rides
_
For Sal*
Services Offered
_
For Rent
Personals
•Campus/City Event ads are pubUehed free of charge for one day lor a non-profit event or meeting only
Date* of Insertion .

Total number of daya to appear.

Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The) BG News
214 West Had BQSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

CAMERA • TYPESETTING • LAYOUT/DESIGN

needs
Block & white PfvlTs. halftones, reversals, film positives
Full typesetting services
Camera-ready art prepared tor journals, prochures.
newsletters, liters, etc
LaserWriter output trom Macintosh disks

FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT BGSU
REPRESENTATIVE
JOE DILAl.l.O
AT 353-1077
OR THE KAPLAN CENTER
IN TOLEDO
(419) 538-3701

£ KAPLAN

iiuur M

M»IU

laeotioaai tinni in

DON TCOMPtTl WITH
AKAPIANSTUWNT-BI ONI

